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THE SURVIVE + THRIVE
DIVIDE IN THE DIGITAL AGE
An abundance of digital channels means customers are
always in contact. And increasingly, they expect businesses
to follow suit by being contactable 24/7, 365 days a year. This
means, if you want your business to thrive, your technology
has to be up to scratch. Whether that’s the channels your
customers use to contact you, the platforms your staff use to
communicate, or the internet connection that powers it all.

But they’re also a minority while some organisations are
thriving, an overwhelming majority are just surviving.
So, what are these groups doing differently, and how
can survivors emulate their thriving competition? To find
out, Gamma surveyed 400 IT decision makers about their
approaches to business communication, their usage of
digital platforms, and their plans for the future. From unified
communications to forward-looking strategies, the results
showed that thrivers are tackling things differently.

But just having the channels of communication open isn’t
enough – your platforms need to be resilient, robust and
ready to support a full spectrum of business goals. Some
organisations are onto this already, having discovered that
a successful digital transformation strategy is key to driving
business success in the future. They’ve worked out what
technologies they can use (and how) to accelerate their
success.

But with only a tiny amount of businesses actually identifying
themselves as thriving in the first place, it’s clear the rest
have some catching up to do. Which raises the question –
where does your business sit on the thriver/survivor divide?

They’re the thrivers of the business world, and they’re ready
to tackle the future head-on and enjoy the view from the top.
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WHAT’S THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
THRIVERS AND SURVIVORS?
Thrivers agree with the statement ‘our business is thriving and does all it can
to continue to grow and prosper’. Survivors either feel ‘our business performs
effectively, but struggles to realise its full potential’ or ‘our business is under
pressure to keep pace with the market and risks going backwards’.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Gamma worked with the London-based research agency Loudhouse
to investigate the differences in behaviours, attitudes and strategies
in ‘thriving’ and ‘surviving’ business. Interviews were held with 400 IT
decision makers responsible for the purchase of network services,
spread across organisations with 10-100 employees, 101-1000
employees, and 1000+ employees.
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THE SURVIVE + THRIVE
DIVIDE: OVER FOUR IN FIVE
BUSINESSES RISK FALLING BEHIND
ONLY 18% OF
BUSINESSES ARE
THRIVING IN THE
DIGITAL AGE.

To start off, Gamma asked respondents to rate their
own success and ability to keep up with competitors and
marketplace pressures. Just 18% agree that they are at the
top of their game, thriving and doing all they could to prosper
and grow. The rest are either struggling to realise their
potential or actively under pressure to keep pace – in short,
they are just getting by, instead of getting ahead.
But Gamma’s research also discovered that thrivers aren’t
thriving by chance – which is great news for aspiring thrivers
looking for inspiration. A distinct set of behaviours and
attitudes are common across successful organisations,
offering an opportunity for the ‘just surviving’ businesses to
learn from their thriving competitors.
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Total

82%

18%

10-100

89%

11%

101-1000

74%

26%

1000+

83%

18%

Employees

Dive

Survive

Thrive

Our business is under
pressure to keep pace
with market and risks
going backwards

Our business perfoms
effectively, but struggles
to realise its full potential

Our business is thriving
and does all it can to
continue to grow and
prosper
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79%

AGREE THAT GETTING BUSINESS
COMMUNICATIONS (TELEPHONY,
MOBILE AND NETWORK SERVICES)
RIGHT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN SURVIVING AND THRIVING
IN A DIGITAL AGE
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THE THRIVING MINDSET:
WHAT THE HIGHEST PERFORMERS
ARE DOING DIFFERENTLY
TECHNOLOGY
DRIVES
SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESS
COMMUNICATION

As you might expect, thrivers perform highly across a range of metrics.
For a start, thrivers are more invested in people management and
motivation. They have a big appetite for new strategies. And they’re
noticeably stronger on their adaption of next generation technologies.
In fact, the thrivers’ use of technology came up time and time again
throughout our research as something that sets them apart from their
competitors. This makes sense, because – as we discovered in our
Transformation Game research – technology drives successful business
communication, which is key to running a thriving organisation in
the 21st century. Technology is the area where all businesses identify
the greatest need to improve, too – so it’s worth exploring how this
connects to business communication in more depth.
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Appetite for new
strategies and
initiatives

11%

26%

9%

People management
and motivation

Survive

22%

Ability to respond to
generation technology

13%

19%

14%

19%

8%

19%

8%

Adoption of next
generation technology

Providing a great
customer experience

Thrive
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Creating a
collaborative
culture

Strong leadership and
strategic clarity

18%

13%

18%

9%

Track record of
commercial success

16%

WHAT’S FUELLING THRIVERS ON
THEIR CLIMB TO THE TOP?
What is business communication? It’s the process of talking,
building relationships and sharing information between
employees or with customers. And in a digital age, it needs to
be powered by tech.

It can feel hard to make this judgment with tech, because
the old adage is true: the more things change, the more they
stay the same. From the first switchboard to early mobiles
and the advent of desktop computers, tech’s been continually
reinventing the face of business communication for over a
century.

Business communication is ‘thrive fuel’ for successful
organisations. It powers everything from relationships to
great customer service, increased staff engagement, success
and profitability.

Some methods have become outdated altogether – most of
us probably aren’t sending colleagues handwritten memos
any more. But for all the shifts, the basic model for success
remains the same – your business needs to be connected,
both to customers and between colleagues.

This means, if you want your organisation to thrive, a techcentred business communication strategy isn’t just good to
have – it’s essential. Over three quarters (79%) of businesses
agree that getting communications right actually makes
the difference between just surviving or actively thriving.
Of course, this raises another huge question – what does
a successful strategy actually look like, and where should
aspiring thrivers be focusing their efforts?
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So, while exciting features are nice to have, if you want to
become a thriving organisation, it’s not always about rushing
to adapt the newest and most impressive tech revolutions.
Whether you’re communicating via voice, instant messaging,
email or even a chatbot, no high level business objective can
be achieved without robust technological infrastructure.

It also isn’t just a case of buying individual devices and hoping
for the best. To thrive, businesses need a more productive
approach. Take smartphones, for example. Instead of just
buying new standalone devices, aspiring thrivers should
think about how their investments can serve them in a more
intelligent way – like smartphones on a dedicated business
network, which can integrate with computers and desk
phones.

Even the most interesting advancements rest on solid
digital foundations. If your business relies on effective
communication channels for customer service or account
management, including the requirement for a scalable cloudhosted call centre, you’ll need to ensure you have access to
the data services that can keep you connected around the
clock.

In short, businesses need unified communications.

Unfortunately, the fast-moving nature of tech means
continual investment is also a necessary part of a business
communications strategy. As many as 78% agree that
investment in tech is necessary to survive, while three in
four recognise the need to upgrade their communications
infrastructure in order to keep pace with digital technology.
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75%

AGREE THE WAY WE COMMUNICATE
AS A BUSINESS IS CHANGING
RAPIDLY DUE TO DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY
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UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS: WHY
INTEGRATION IS THE FAVOURED
APPROACH OF THRIVERS
‘Unified communications’ refers to the framework of
integrating various communication platforms, like voice,
email, instant messaging and video conferencing. Gamma’s
research shows it is the third biggest technology set to make
a difference to business success, and thrivers are leading
the way on implementing it. It’s little wonder why – unified
communications helps to deliver a seamless experience
for the customer and a functional, productive platform for
employees, boosting business performance and delighting
customers.

44%

This approach is set to be the future for businesses, who
are coming to realise the productivity-boosting power of
having unified platforms within an organisation. In general,
businesses are prioritising this as an investment approach.
Successful integration is widely preferred to standalone
products, with the majority of organisations stating they’d
prefer to have fully integrated communications over ‘best in
class’ standalone tech.

Data Security /
Encryption

40%

Analytics

36%

Unified
Communications

Technology set to make a difference to business success
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INTEGRATION IS KEY
73%

23%

4%
Great integration between the products
Great stand-alone products
Don’t know
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Total

Thrive

Survive

44%

45%

34%

9%

36%

68%

28%

28%

These technologies function independently with minimal integration and centralised management
There is some integration and centralised management between these technologies
There is a great deal of centralised management and integration between these technologies
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4%

73% OF BUSINESS
WOULD CHOOSE

Unfortunately, there’s a way to go before unified
communications is commonplace across all organisations.
Only 9% of businesses currently feel like they have a high
level of technological integration.

‘GREAT INTEGRATION
BETWEEN THE
PRODUCTS’

Unsurprisingly, of those who do, it’s thrivers who are leading
the pack. Thrivers report significantly more integration in
their business communications, with 28% claiming to have a
‘great deal’ of integration in their organisations. This stands
in comparison to just 8% of survivors.
This is an obvious starting point for survivors who want
to become thrivers. To help your organisation succeed in
the future, prioritise an integrated approach when you’re
thinking about how your tech investment aligns with your
business communication strategy.

OVER
‘GREAT STAND ALONE
PRODUCTS’

But it’s not the end of the story. Given the majority of
businesses (even the highest performers) are still striving
for unified communications, this clearly isn’t the only thing
separating the two camps. Something else is going on.
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75%

AGREE THAT OUR BUSINESS
COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE
WILL NEED TO BE UPGRADED IN THE
NEAR FUTURE TO KEEP PACE WITH
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
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WHAT’S MOTIVATING THRIVERS?
Another obvious difference between thrivers and survivors became
apparent when they were asked what they felt the key to their success
was. In general, thrivers are focused on higher level issues – like
security, analytics and mobility. In short, exactly what you’d expect
successful modern businesses to be honing in on in this day and age.

SURVIVORS WANT TO GET THE
BASICS RIGHT. TELECOMS IS THE
TRANSFORMATION BUILDING BLOCK.
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... to thrive

50%

65%

Data services

45%

57%

44%

65%

41%

66%

44%

57%

53%

43%

39%

46%

Infrastructure

Security

Analytics

Moblity

Telecoms

Intelligent
machines

41%

45%

46%

45%

39%

36%

... to survive

47%

64%

Data services

Thrive

59%

Infrastructure

55%

Security

58%

Analytics

Dive
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47%

Mobility

42%

Telecoms

35%

Intelligent
manchines

Thrivers
Data services

Infrastructure

Security

Analytics

Mobility

Telecoms

Intelligent
manchines

Survivors

35%

49%

16%

39%

55%

6%

36%

47%

16%

43%

45%

12%

12%

35%

14%

40%

45%

34%

43%

53%

24%

55%

31%

47%

46%

20%

32%

Moderate

48%

15%

12%

35%

52%

13%

22%

34%

50%

16%

22%

34%

Level of change
High

50%

Minimal
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56%

11%

In comparison, survivors place the emphasis back on basic
tech. They feel telecoms and infrastructure are the key to
thriving. The same trend could be seen when we asked what
organisations would be focusing on over the next two years.
Almost half (46%) of thrivers expect to see high levels of
change in their usage of intelligence machines, while 45%
plan high levels of change in security.

Thrivers are focused on higher level issues…

Noticeably fewer survivors expect to see high levels of
change in these areas. Instead, 43% expect to see high levels
of change in infrastructure, 39% in data services, and 34% in
telecoms.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Security
Analytics
Mobility

Survivors are focused on the basics of comms…

Telecoms is lower down the agenda for successful businesses
– so does this mean aspiring thrivers should focus on the
more complicated issues, too?
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Telecoms
Data services
Infrastructure

BACK TO BASICS: THE BUILDING
BLOCKS FOR ASPIRING THRIVERS
But not so fast – just because thrivers don’t identify telecoms
and infrastructure as key to their success, this doesn’t mean
they aren’t. Instead, it likely means thrivers have already
invested the time into building solid digital foundations.
They’ve taken a unified approach and grasped how the
building blocks of their digital transformation will impact
their future success.
And while changing tech means there’s no endpoint to digital
transformation, implementing strong infrastructure gives
thrivers the time to focus on more sophisticated issues,
further accelerating their rise to the top. It’s like enjoying the
view from the top of a skyscraper – you don’t think about the
foundations, but you’d soon notice if they crumbled.
For survivors to become thrivers, they need to follow suit and
make sure their digital transformation involves building solid
digital foundations.
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WHAT DO THE FOUNDATIONS OF
SUCCESS LOOK LIKE
FOR THE 82%?
DATA

VOICE

UNIFIED SOLUTIONS

Access to fast, robust data services
underpins all modern businesses,
playing a crucial role in everything
from staff collaboration to
supporting CX strategies. But many
businesses are falling short. Smaller
organisations are often competing
with consumer traffic, while larger
businesses are frequently relying
on legacy infrastructure and need
to update (or move to) a WAN
solution for improved service and
reduced costs. While the best option
will depend on the size of your
organisation, it’s important to invest
in data services that will support
business growth moving forward.

Voice is (and will continue to
be) an essential platform for
communicating, both internally and
with customers. But many business
phone systems are outdated or
overly expensive, with some even
relying on soon-to-be-obsolete ISDN
lines. To become a thriver, consider
adopting IP-based next generation
voice services that can increase
agility and work in conjunction with
other platforms.

Increasingly, successful businesses
are moving away from standalone
technology investment and towards
collaborative, scalable solutions,
that support integration and future
growth. This approach allows
businesses to improve strategies and
tackle future problems confidently,
instead of being held back by
inflexible legacy infrastructure.
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CATCHING UP THE COMPETITION:
LESSONS FROM THE THRIVERS
UNIFIED
COMMUNICATIONS
IS A HALLMARK
OF THRIVING
BUSINESSES

From the difference between behaviours and motivations
for thrivers and survivors, it’s clear there’s a lot the latter can
learn from the former. But you can’t jump straight from one
to the other.
Sometimes, the steps are obvious – unified communications
is a hallmark of a thriving business, so survivors should
incorporate this approach into their strategies going forward.
Sometimes, we need to read between the lines. While
thrivers report having different motivations and plans for
the future, this is because they’ve already nailed the basics
of digital transformation, like updating their telecoms and
infrastructure.
The good news is that the actions and approaches taken by
thrivers are easy to replicate, providing organisations are
willing to consider some new strategies and investment.
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FOUR STEPS TO
BECOMING A THRIVER
With over 80% of businesses in survival mode, it’s time for the majority of organisations to implement some new digital strategies.
Making the shift from a surviving to a thriving company isn’t easy – but there are some simple steps your organisation can take.

CONSIDER YOUR
HURDLES
Assess what’s stopping
your organisation
from integrating and
innovating successfully.
Is it company culture,
outdated tech, or a
staffing issue?

START BASIC AND
BUILD FROM THE
BOTTOM
Telecoms and basic
network infrastructure
are the foundations for
everything else, so make
sure you have the digital
platforms you need
before looking at other
issues.
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PRIORTISE
INTEGRATION

BE REALISTIC ABOUT
TIMELINES

Instead of looking for
best-in-class standalone
products, invest in tech
that can work seamlessly
together. Align unified
communications to your
business goals.

Successful digital
transformation can
take longer than you
expect – you won’t thrive
overnight – but it is worth
doing.

78%

AGREE THAT BUSINESSES NEED TO
INVEST IN NEW TECHNOLOGY TO
SURVIVE IN THE DIGITAL AGE
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MOVING TOWARD
THE FUTURE
To grow their success, survivors don’t need to emulate what
thrivers are planning to do. They need to catch up with what
they’ve already done and build solid digital foundations.
Whether your organisation is dealing with customers or
trying to improve communications internally, thriving
businesses have some valuable lessons to offer. Effective
people management, modern strategies and company
culture all contribute to business success. But when it comes
to communication, the right attitude to tech is essential if
you want to thrive. Fortunately, in terms of strategies that
are easy to replicate, thrivers’ distinct approach to tech
and digital transformation in general – a mixture of strong
foundations, innovation and integration – is a great place to
start.
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